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AP3D / APBEV (0.5) ↑ AP3D / APBEV (0.7) ↑

M3D-RPN [1] 17.50 / 20.40 5.12 / 9.51
Ours 23.66 / 26.83 8.15 / 12.64

Table 1. AP3D / APBEV (IoU >0.5 and 0.7) on the nuScenes val
subset [2].

1. KITTI Val Examples

We show qualitative examples of our MonoRCNN and
M3D-RPN [1] on the val subset of the KITTI val split [3] in
Fig. 1. The results show our method is more accurate.

2. Cross-Dataset Test Examples

We show qualitative examples of our MonoRCNN and
M3D-RPN [1] on the nuScenes [2] cross-test set in Fig. 2.
We can see our method is more accurate.

3. nuScenes Results

To further show our generalizability, we train and evalu-
ate our method on the nuScenes dataset [2]. Following [4],
we use the front camera and consider objects in its FOV,
and evaluate on the val subset. We extract the images and
labels of the front camera with a nuScenes official KITTI
converter 1. There are 28 130 training images (about 4
times larger than KITTI). Following [4], we train a model
of M3D-RPN [1] using its official code for a comparison.
We report AP3D and APBEV for cars under IoU criteria 0.5
and 0.7 using KITTI official evaluation tool. We observe :
1). The mean prediction error of the physical length, width,
and height of cars on the nuScenes val subset are 0.283m,
0.128m, and 0.118m, respectively, supporting that the phys-
ical height is the easiest variable among physical size. 2)
For our model trained on nuScenes, its AP3D / APBEV on
the nuScenes val subset decreases, if predicted H for recov-
ering the distance is replaced with the groundtruth H . This
decrease shows that the correlation between predicted H
and hrec also exists on nuScenes. These two observations

1https://github.com/nutonomy/nuscenes-devkit/blob/master/python-
sdk/nuscenes/scripts/export kitti.py

on nuScenes are consistent with on KITTI and beneficial to
distance estimation. As shown in Tab. 1, ours outperforms
M3D-RPN [1] by a large margin.
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Figure 1. KITTI Val Examples. We visualize qualitative examples of MonoRCNN (left) and M3D-RPN [1] (right) on the val subset of
the KITTI val split [3]. We can see our method is more accurate than M3D-RPN [1]. The red boxes in the image planes represent the
2D projections of the predicted 3D bounding boxes. The yellow / green boxes in the bird’s eye view results represent the predictions and
groundtruths of the 3D bounding boxes, respectively, and the red / blue lines indicate the yaw angle of cars. The radius difference between
two adjacent white circles is 5 meters. All illustrated images are not used for training.



Figure 2. nuScenes Cross-Test Comparisons. We visualize qualitative examples of MonoRCNN (left) and M3D-RPN [1] (right) on the
nuScenes [2] cross-test set. We can see our method achieves more accurate distance prediction. The 2D projections and bird’s eye view
results are shown as in Fig. 1. All models are only trained with the training subset of the KITTI val split [3].


